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This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free
scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not
illustrated. 1901 Excerpt: ... Melton Prior. A pencil drawing in less skilful hands is apt to go to
pieces on the press. Mr. C. G. Harper, in his excellent book on English Pen Artists, has treated
of other ways in which drawings on prepared papers may be manipulated for the type press;
but not always with success. In that interesting publication, The Studio, there have appeared
many valuable papers on this subject, but in which the mechanism of illustration is perhaps too
much insisted on. Some of the examples published in this connection, of mixed drawings, and
of chalk-and-pencil reproductions, might well deter any artist from adopting such aids to
illustration. The fact is, that the use of grained papers is, except at the very best, a makeshift
and a degradation of the art of illustration, if judged by the old standards. It will be a bad day
for the art of England when these mechanical appliances are put into the hands of young
students in art schools. For the purposes of ordinary illustrations we should keep to the simpler
method of line. All these contrivances require great care in printing, and the blocks have often
to be worked up by an engraver. The material of the process blocks is unsuited to the purpose.
In a handbook for students of illustration this requires repeating on nearly every page. As a
contrast to the foregoing, let us look at a sketch in pure line by the landscape painter, Mr. M.
R. Corbet, who, with little more than a scribble of the pen, can express the feeling of sunrise
and the still air amongst the trees. SUNRtSE tN THK SEVERN YALLEY. (MATTHEW R.
CORBET.) The recent remarkably successful reproductions of pencil and chalk drawings by
the half-tone process in The Studio and other art magazines have only been possible by reas...
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Publisher London: W. H. Allen. Collection americana . Artâ€• is something philosophers have
spent centuries trying to define, sadly with no satisfactory result (a debate that is far beyond
the scope of.
An illustration is a drawing, painting or printed work of art which explains, clarifies ,
illuminates, visually represents, or merely decorates a written text, which may.
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